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What day is it? Write it on the line. 

Write the number that comes between. 

7  ____ 9 

Write the day that comes after Sunday. 

Color the bat brown. Count the donuts. Write the 
number of donuts on the line. 

did  did  did_____  
Trace the word three times. Write the word one time. 

bat  cat  sat 
Trace each word. Circle the word that matches the picture. 
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What day will it be tomorrow? Write the day on the line. 

Fill in the missing numbers. 

1, 2, 3, ___, 5, ___, 7 

How much is 2 + 2? 

Write the answer in the box. 

Color the bee yellow. Count the apples. Write the 
number of apples on the line. 

is   is   is     ___ 
Trace the word three times. Write the word two times. 

rat  mat  hat 
Trace each word. Circle the word that matches the picture. 
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I am a fruit.  I am yellow. I am not sweet.  Write my name on the line two times. 

Circle the number that comes before 8. 

9       6      4       7 

How many legs does a cow 
have? 

Write the answer in the box. 

Color the least number red. Are there more ants or bees? 

my   my     _ ___ 
Trace the word two times. Write the word two times. 

dad  sad  mad 
Trace each word. Circle the word that matches the picture. 

banana        apple       lemon 

Write the word on the line. 

There are more . 
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If today is Friday, tomorrow is what day? Write the day on the line. 

Circle the number that comes after 3. 

6       5      4       2 

How many total legs are on 
2 chickens? 

Write the answer in the box. 

Color the sad sun yellow. Are there less dogs or cats? 

if  if  if           
Trace the word three times. Write the word three times. 

fan  can  man 
Trace each word. Circle the word that matches the picture. 

 

Write the word on the line. 

There are less . 
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Tomorrow is Tuesday. What is today? Write the day on the line. 

Circle all numbers that are less than 7. 

8       3      6       9      5 

What color is a banana? 

Color the cat orange. 
Write the word that 
best tells about him. 

How many people are on the bus? 

you   you          
Trace the word two times. Write the word two times. 

nap  lap  cap 
Trace each word.  Circle the word that matches the picture.  Color the picture blue.   

 

Write the number on the line. 

Write the answer on the line. 

sad       happy 
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